
Call for PaPers

Taiwan Studies Centers are among those institutions attempting to both analyze Taiwan and make the 
country better known internationally and academically. The Centers are the result of years, even decades, 
of Taiwan-related academic work. However, the majority of Taiwan Studies programs have not reached 
their first decade. Thus the tenth anniversary of the founding of the Vienna Center for Taiwan Studies is a 
milestone worth celebrating. 

When it comes to pursuing Taiwan Studies, or being a Taiwan (Studies) Center, we may ask: what channels 
are best used to promote greater knowledge of Taiwan? Which activities have proven most appropriate 
and successful: teaching, film events, musical presentations and exchanges, or more?

Such cultural avenues have been successful elsewhere. How can these varied experiences be adopted in 
Vienna and continental Europe? Can the Vienna Center for Taiwan Studies be singular, exceptional and 
outstanding, and should it be? 

Academic discussions – for example at the Third World Congress of Taiwan Studies at Academia Sinica in 
September 2018 – often focus on the European centers in London (SOAS) and Tübingen (ERCCT). However, 
neither can quite represent Vienna. The London Centre is based in a linguistically different surrounding, 
but, like Vienna, is also a national capital offering world-class travel and communication possibilities, unlike 
Tübingen, although it does share the German language with Vienna. 

The aim of this international conference is to identify and discuss best practices and relate them, with 
positive or negative experiences, to the Vienna Center for Taiwan Studies. Examples may include academic 
as well as rather popular events outside the university.
We are looking for suggestions for the next decade of the Vienna Center for Taiwan Studies, and its 
sustainable future. These might include more general ideas that are applicable to Taiwan Studies worldwide. 

11.01.19 Submission of title and abstract (500 words) together with your title, CV  
 and email address
11.02.19 Confirmation of acceptance and invitation to participate
31.05.19 draft program (online)
25.09.19 submission of full paper (5000 – 8000 words, in English) as electronic file

Timeline

Application instructions online on

ReseaRching and communicating  
taiwan’s cultuRal diplomacy

A Decade of Intercultural Discovery - Marking the tenth anniversary
of the Vienna Center for Taiwan Studies with an international conference on

25-26th October 2019, University of Vienna, Campus, Austria

http://tsc.univie.ac.at


